Abstract. The purpose of this work is to describe the LUNGx Challenge for the computerized classification of lung nodules on diagnostic computed tomography (CT) scans as benign or malignant and report the performance of participants' computerized methods along with that of six radiologists who participated in an observer study performing the same Challenge task on the same dataset. The Challenge provided sets of calibration and testing scans, established a performance assessment process, and created an infrastructure for case dissemination and result submission. Ten groups applied their own methods to 73 lung nodules (37 benign and 36 malignant) that were selected to achieve approximate size matching between the two cohorts. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) values for these methods ranged from 0.50 to 0.68; only three methods performed statistically better than random guessing. The radiologists' AUC values ranged from 0.70 to 0.85; three radiologists performed statistically better than the best-performing computer method. The LUNGx Challenge compared the performance of computerized methods in the task of differentiating benign from malignant lung nodules on CT scans, placed in the context of the performance of radiologists on the same task. The continued public availability of the Challenge cases will provide a valuable resource for the medical imaging research community. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
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Introduction
The computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) research community, and more recently the radiomics community, is actively engaged in the development of computerized methods for a wide variety of applications in radiology. Medical imaging challenges allow for a direct comparison of algorithms in that all algorithms abide by the same rules on the same images evaluated in the same manner. The conduct of "grand challenges" helps to shape the landscape of CAD research by encouraging development of methodologies for targeted tasks with unique or timely clinical relevance. Grand challenges also foster the concept of "open science" and provide the resources necessary for friendly competition among research groups with the overall goal of advancing the field by generating interest and collaborations among investigators. The literature contains many publications from various research groups on the performance of their respective CAD systems applied to their own datasets; however, the impact on system performance of well-known factors such as database composition, "truth" definition, and scoring metric [1] [2] [3] confounds the ability to evaluate the true forward momentum of the field based on such varied presentations. Challenges normalize for these factors by directly comparing different algorithms designed for a specific radiologic task performed on a common set of images. Within the documented parameters of a challenge, all participating algorithms must adhere to the same rules and are evaluated according to an established performance assessment paradigm. Challenges present an opportunity to explore similarities and differences in the ability of different algorithms to perform the same task under the same conditions. The thoracic imaging research community has hosted a number of successful challenges that span a range of tasks, 4, 5 including lung nodule detection, 6 lung nodule change, vessel segmentation, 7 and vessel tree extraction. 8 The recent LUNGx Challenge involved computerized classification of lung nodules as benign or malignant on diagnostic computed tomography (CT) scans. 9 The LUNGx Challenge (hereafter referred to as "the Challenge") was a collaborative effort sponsored by SPIE and the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) along with the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The Challenge was conducted during the months leading up to the 2015 SPIE Medical Imaging Symposium, with results presented at a special panel session within the CAD Conference during the symposium. Lessons learned from this Challenge were reported previously through an editorial. 9 The purpose of this paper is to summarize the results obtained by groups that participated in the Challenge and to report the diagnostic performance of experienced radiologists in an observer study using the same set of CT scans.
Methods

Dataset
All thoracic CT scans used in the Challenge were obtained retrospectively from the clinical archive at The University of Chicago with approval from the local Institutional Review Board. A deidentification process 10 removed all protected health information from the DICOM headers of the images (other information within the DICOM headers remained intact) prior to upload to the NCI's publicly accessible The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA), 11 which hosted the images and associated data for the Challenge. 12 Each scan used in the Challenge consisted of a single transaxial series with full thoracic coverage from unique patients. All scans had been acquired on Philips Brilliance scanners with a "D" (overenhancing) convolution kernel and a 1.0-mm slice thickness. All nodules within these scans were determined by a radiologist (FL) to be either primary lung cancer or benign based on follow-up imaging and/or pathologic assessment. It is important to note that the Challenge presented a classification task not a detection task.
Groups participating in the Challenge were expected to have an already developed and trained system for the computerized classification of lung nodules. Accordingly, a set of 10 calibration scans (all but two were contrast enhanced) was made available to participating groups rather than a complete set of training scans. These 10 calibration scans (five males, five females; median age: 65 years) were intended to assist groups evaluate the compatibility of the Challenge scans with their own algorithms (in terms of image acquisition parameters and DICOM file structure) and were not intended for algorithm development or classifier training. The spatial coordinates of the approximate center of each nodule were provided along with the diagnosis (benign or malignant) for each nodule in the calibration scans. Five of the 10 calibration scans contained a single confirmed benign nodule (two confirmed based on nodule stability for at least 2 years, two confirmed based on nodule resolution, and one confirmed based on pathologic assessment), and the other five scans contained a single pathology-confirmed malignant nodule (two small cell carcinomas, one poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma, one moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma, and one nonsmall cell carcinoma). The Challenge announcement explicitly instructed participants to consider the calibration set as representative of the technical aspects of the test set and not necessarily as representative of the lung nodule variety and difficulty level to be expected in the test set.
Approximately 7 weeks after the calibration scans became available, the test set of 60 scans with a total of 73 nodules (13 scans contained two nodules each) was released. The 60 test scans (23 males, 37 females; median age: 60.5 years) contained 37 benign nodules (including 13 confirmed based on nodule stability for at least 2 years, 19 confirmed based on nodule resolution, and five confirmed based on pathologic assessment) and 36 malignant nodules (including 15 adenocarcinomas, nine nonsmall cell carcinomas, seven small cell carcinomas, two carcinoid tumors, one squamous cell carcinoma, and two nodules suspicious for malignancy). One scan contained both a malignant nodule (nonsmall cell carcinoma) and a benign nodule. Considering the 30 scans with malignant nodules, there were 11 males and 19 females, with a median age of 61 years (range: 44 to 86 years); considering the 31 scans with benign nodules, there were 12 males and 19 females, with a median age of 61 years (range: 18 to 79 years).
Nodule size was measured by a radiologist (FL) using electronic calipers as the longest nodule diameter according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) guidelines. 13 Scans in the test set were deliberately selected to achieve some level of nodule size matching based on simplistic visual inspection of nodule size histograms (although this fact was not disclosed to participants), since nodule size is a well-known predictor of malignancy.
14 The 37 benign nodules had a mean RECIST size of 15.8 mm (standard deviation: 8.2 mm), and the 36 malignant nodules had a mean RECIST size of 18.6 mm (standard deviation: 6.7 mm); a Student's t-test for the differences in means yielded a p-value of 0.12. Nodule size and other nodule characteristics are reported in Table 1 . The spatial coordinates of the approximate center of each nodule were provided for each nodule in the test scans; nodule diagnosis and nodule size were not released to participants. Among the 60 test set scans, 29 had been acquired on Brilliance 16 or 16P scanners, and 31 had been acquired on Brilliance 64 scanners. The tube peak potential energy used for scan acquisition was 120 kV (n ¼ 53) or 140 kV (n ¼ 7). Tube current ranged from 240 to 500 mA (mean: 410.1 mA). The in-plane pixel size ranged from 0.549 to 0.900 mm (mean: 0.685 mm). All images had a matrix size of 512 × 512 pixels. All but 13 test set scans were contrast enhanced.
Challenge Task
Participants were expected to independently apply their nodule classification algorithms to the 73 lung nodules in the test set and assign a "score" to each nodule on a continuous scale as a metric for the likelihood of nodule malignancy. Participants also reported whether low or high scores were expected to represent malignant nodules for the output of their method. Each participating group was required to send in an e-mail to the Challenge organizers a single file with the 73 scores output by their method by no later than 25 days after the test set had become available.
The malignancy rating output from 15 separate methods was submitted by 12 different groups (the participants). Four methods were withdrawn from the Challenge: one participant withdrew its two methods because the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) values they achieved were not high enough to meet the expectations of that participant, and two other methods were withdrawn when it became known that these participants had obtained malignancy ratings for the test set nodules from local radiologists to train their methods (thus negating the independence of the test set for these two methods). The final contributions to the Challenge then became 11 separate methods from 10 different participants.
A majority of the computerized methods followed the same general approach: (1) nodule segmentation, (2) feature extraction, (3) feature selection, and (4) classifier application ( Table 2) . Among these methods, nodule segmentation techniques included gray-level thresholding, morphological operations, region growing, and graph-cut-based optimal surface detection. The spatial location of the nodule center provided to participants often served as the seed point for nodule segmentation, although one method required construction of a coarse manual outline around the nodule to initialize segmentation. Extracted features spanned first-order gray-level features, texture features, and shape-based features. Feature selection techniques included principal component analysis, mutual information, and a random-forest-based approach. Classifiers included support vector machine, support vector regressor, random forest, and WEKA. In addition, one method used radiologist-defined semantic labels to capture nodule characteristics and form a discriminant function, one method applied deep learning and used a convolutional neural network to classify image regions of interest, and another method used the frequency of histogram-equalized pixel values within a nodule and its local neighborhood to define a rule-based malignancy score. A final method attempted to quantify nodule perfusion as a surrogate for malignancy based on contrast inflow patterns from the surrounding vasculature; region growing was performed outward from the specified nodule centroid and inward along intersecting vessels, and ratios of pixel values from both directions at each iteration of this bidirectional region growing were used to quantify perfusion. Participants trained their systems on the LUNGx calibration scans, cases from the National Lung Screening Trial, 15 the Lung Image Database Consortium Database, 16 or local collections of cases.
Performance Evaluation
With internal knowledge of the actual nodule diagnoses, the organizers used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis 17, 18 to assess, for each participant's method, classification performance in the task of distinguishing between malignant and benign lung nodules. The AUC served as the performance metric and was provided to each participant for their submitted results after being computed by the organizers. The method with the highest AUC value was selected as the winner of the Challenge; a statistically significant difference in performance with respect to the method with the next highest AUC value was not required.
The performance of each individual method was compared (1) with random guessing (AUC ¼ 0.5) and (2) with the classification performance achieved when using just the attribute of RECIST-based nodule size as determined by the study radiologist. For these comparisons, bootstrapping was used with 1000 iterations to assess statistical significance (using two-sided 95% confidence intervals for the difference in AUC and associated p-values) and noninferiority (lower-bound of the single-sided 90% confidence intervals for the difference in AUC). The Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was used. 19 
Observer Study
After the Challenge was completed, an observer study was conducted to provide real-world context for the performance levels of the various computer algorithms within the Challenge. Six attending thoracic radiologists (median years of experience 14 years; range: 7 to 41 years) independently (and completely manually without any computer diagnostic aid) performed the same classification task on the same 73 lung nodules from the Challenge test set. An interface was developed that allowed a user to raster through all section images of a CT scan, manipulate the visualization settings (window, level, and zoom), and view relevant information from the image DICOM headers (patient gender, patient age, and image reconstruction kernel) (Fig. 1) . The interface allowed a user to directly view the nodule location within the images based on the same spatial coordinates for the nodule center that were provided to Challenge participants. The radiologists used a slider bar on the interface to mark their assessment of nodule malignancy status, with one end of the continuous scale labeled "definitely benign" and the other end of the scale labeled "definitely malignant." After being shown the 10 calibration scans (and the nodule diagnoses) to become familiar with the interface and understand the classification task, each radiologist was shown, in random order, each of the 73 nodules from the Challenge test set; the interface captured their malignancy ratings as converted from the marked slider bar location to a continuous 0-1 scale.
The observer study was designed to replicate as closely as possible a manual implementation of the actual Challenge, with the same information provided and the same constraints imposed. It is important to note that the radiologists only had access to the images and relevant metadata available in the DICOM header of the images; other patient information commonly used in clinical practice was not available. The only potentially biasing instruction given to the radiologists was to encourage them to use the entire range of the rating scale as selecting extreme ends of the scale would indicate that the radiologist could not possibly be more confident about the diagnosis. The organizers applied ROC analysis to evaluate the nodule classification performance of each radiologist.
Results
Participating Computerized Methods
ROC curves for the 11 classification methods are shown in Fig. 2 . The AUC values ranged from 0.50 to 0.68 (with standard error 0.06 for the latter) ( Table 2 ). Only three of the methods performed better than random guessing, with p-values of 0.006, 0.008, and 0.048; these p-values do not remain statistically significant after the Holm-Bonferroni correction. For comparison, radiologist-determined nodule size (per RECIST) achieved an AUC of 0.64 (standard error 0.06), which alone was significantly better than random guessing (p-value 0.034). Given the statistical power of the Challenge, none of the computerized methods achieved a level of performance that was significantly better than RECIST nodule size alone (even for what was intended to be a size-matched dataset) (p > 0.05), and noninferiority to nodule size alone could not be established with, for the best-performing method, a lower bound of the 90% confidence interval for the difference in AUC values of −0.054.
Observer Study
ROC curves for the six radiologists who participated in the observer study (no computer aid was used) are shown in Fig. 3 . The AUC values ranged from 0.70 to 0.85 with standard errors ranging from 0.04 to 0.06 ( Table 2 ). The mean AUC value across all six radiologists was 0.79 (standard deviation 0.06). Three radiologists performed better than the best-performing computer method, with p-values of 0.023, 0.027, and 0.047; the performance of the other three radiologists failed to reach statistical significance relative to the best-performing computer method (p ¼ 0.140, 0.242, and 0.773). These p-values are not corrected for multiple comparisons; note that when correcting for multiple comparisons using Holm-Bonferroni, all of these differences fail to achieve statistical significance. Figure 4 shows examples of benign and malignant nodules that received discordant malignancy ratings between the computer methods and the radiologists.
Discussion
Challenges should be approached by both organizers and participants as a friendly competition within the research community, designed to foster interest in the designated task and encourage innovation in the field. Challenge organizers have a responsibility to craft a set of rules that are as complete, clear, and logical as possible, while anticipating possible misinterpretations or confusion on the part of participants. The two dashed curves outperformed random guessing but failed to be statistically different from nodule size. The thin solid curve is for the winning algorithm, which outperformed random guessing and was noninferior to nodule size alone. Fig. 1 The interface developed for the observer study allowed a user to raster through all section images of a scan, manipulate the visualization settings, and view relevant patient and image-acquisition information from the image DICOM headers. Nodules for evaluation were demarcated with blue crosshairs. Radiologists used the slider bar to mark their assessment of nodule malignancy. Organizers have a further responsibility to collect a well-vetted set of relevant cases, to establish a performance assessment process for the evaluation of results, and to create an infrastructure for case dissemination, communication, and result submission. Challenge participants have an obligation to abide by the rules, to approach the challenge with commitment and scientific rigor, and to accept the final performance analysis. These concepts, along with other lessons learned from the LUNGx Challenge, were reported previously in a Journal of Medical Imaging guest editorial. 9 The Challenge provided a common dataset of diagnostic thoracic CT scans with lung nodules that had confirmed malignancy status. While such a common dataset is essential to a challenge, it is important to note that the performance of the participating methods was assessed only for this single collection of images acquired with a rather homogeneous set of technical parameters from one institution; extrapolation of the Challenge results achieved by individual methods to a general setting or to another cohort of CT scans would be flawed and misleading.
Participants deserve credit for their willingness to apply their algorithms to images acquired with parameters that might differ substantially from those under which their algorithms had been developed, especially since this challenge did not provide a proper set of training scans. Although generalizability is a desired goal for mature CAD methodologies, it is impractical to expect a method to achieve this goal without some level of comprehensive training. The Challenge could have acknowledged this issue by providing either a more extensive set of training scans or a set of test scans with greater heterogeneity in imaging parameters from multiple institutions; however, the additional case-collection effort would have been burdensome.
The topic of the LUNGx Challenge is especially timely given the recent development of lung nodule risk models and attention toward the clinical deployment of such models, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] which benefit from the inclusion of imaging findings. Cancer risk models, however, require clinical and demographic information beyond that provided by the LUNGx Challenge. Rather than seeking to promote the development of image-based risk models, the Challenge was designed to advance the efforts of the CAD community to develop lung nodule classification methods that differentiate between benign and malignant nodules from a singletimepoint CT scan. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Any observer study necessarily forces radiologists to perform a clinical task under conditions that differ from their normal mode of decision making. Patient demographics (except for gender and age), clinical history, and prior imaging studies were not available during the observer study, because this information was not available to Challenge participants despite the fact that some participants (and all the radiologists) might have reasonably desired information such as smoking history and nodule size from a previous CT scan. Radiologists, however, could Fig. 4 (a) A benign nodule (arrow) for which the best-performing method returned (correctly) a low likelihood of malignancy score but to which all radiologists assigned higher malignancy ratings. (b) A malignant nodule (arrow) for which the best-performing method returned (correctly) a high likelihood of malignancy score but to which all radiologists assigned lower malignancy ratings. (c) A benign nodule (arrow) that was misdiagnosed by the best-performing method but that received a low malignancy rating from the best-performing radiologist. (d) A malignant nodule (arrow) that was misdiagnosed by the bestperforming method but that received a high malignancy rating from the best-performing radiologist.
Journal of Medical Imaging 044506-6 Oct-Dec 2016 • Vol. 3 (4) exploit additional cues that even the most advanced computerized algorithms currently lack the sophistication to incorporate. For example, although the entire CT scan was available both to participants during the Challenge and to radiologists during the observer study, the presence of concomitant disease (e.g., emphysema or pleural plaques) would influence a radiologist's assessment of nodule malignancy but would be ignored by lung nodule classification algorithms; advanced CAD systems to evaluate the presence of emphysema or pleural disease have been reported, but the merging of information derived from such methods with algorithms to compute the probability of lung nodule malignancy has not been achieved. A dataset of CT scans demonstrating only a single lung nodule (some scans in the Challenge test set contained two nodules) with no other abnormality could have been collected, but such a restriction would have greatly increased the case-collection effort, reduced the number of available qualifying scans (with a reduction in statistical power), and further skewed the case distribution away from clinical reality.
As another example of the potential for human insight to impact an observer study, radiologists familiar with observer studies will reasonably suspect that the test set of scans has been enriched in an attempt to achieve a roughly equal number of benign and malignant nodules with matched size characteristics. Therefore, larger nodules that would typically be viewed more suspiciously in a clinical setting might be more easily assessed as benign in the context of an observer study. Interestingly, despite a specific (although subjective) effort to achieve size matching between the benign and malignant nodules, nodule size alone attained a level of nodule classification performance that was statistically better than random guessing; future efforts to attain matching of characteristics between dataset classes should confirm the success of that matching through application of the performance-assessment paradigm to each such characteristic alone.
Nodule size matching was important to the design of this challenge, although size matching certainly would be detrimental to other tasks. Cases with a clinically relevant distribution of nodule size (as well as other nodule characteristics) would be critical, for example, in efforts to develop a model to predict cancer likelihood; other information not provided in the LUNGx Challenge, such as smoking history, would also be essential to such a task, and a collection of cases obtained from more than just a single institution would be required. The purpose of the Challenge, however, was to use imagebased nodule features (other than simply size alone) to differentiate benign from malignant nodules. It is standard practice in the CAD community to use "enriched" datasets with case distributions that do not follow clinical experience and datasets that have been intentionally matched between two groups of cases (e.g., benign cases and malignant cases or gene mutation carriers and nonmutation) for certain attributes such as patient age, patient gender, and lesion size. In effect, attribute matching allows a study to control for "easier" factors so that the study may focus on more complex aspects of the given task. The LUNGx Challenge dataset was both enriched (with respect to the proportion of benign and malignant nodules) and matched (with respect to nodule size between the benign and malignant nodules); neither of these points was disclosed to participants, otherwise this information could have been used to bias the performance of the computerized systems. It should again be noted that despite the subjective attempt to achieve size matching between the benign and malignant nodules, nodule size alone attained a level of nodule classification performance that was statistically better than random guessing.
The rules of a challenge and the expectations of participants must be clearly conveyed from the beginning, otherwise a wide variety of interpretations may be possible. For example, the 10 calibration scans were intended only to assist groups assess the compatibility of Challenge cases with their own algorithms; nevertheless, some groups attempted to use this intentionally small set of calibration scans for algorithm development and/ or classifier training. As another example, despite the implicit assumption that the participating methods would be fully automated with no human involvement, some groups incorporated input extracted by local radiologists from the Challenge test scans, including manual nodule outlines, semantic labels that captured nodule characteristics, and nodule malignancy ratings; the first two of these radiologist inputs were subsequently determined by the organizers to be acceptable (although unexpected), while the method that used radiologist malignancy ratings was one of the withdrawn methods.
Case collection for challenges will almost always be a laborious task, and the more selective the criteria imposed on the desired cases or the more positioned the cases are for subsequent subset analyses, the greater this burden becomes. A challenge, for example, could benefit from the collection of cases that are uniquely complex for the designated radiologic task, but such cases are less common; often organizers must forego attempts to obtain targeted cases for a more practical collection of more routine cases from the clinical archives of one or multiple institutions. The LUNGx Challenge collected cases from a defined time period containing "confirmed" (a term with several possible definitions) malignant and benign lung nodules, with a subjective sense of size matching imposed as the only constraint; any attempts at subset analysis (e.g., performance evaluation based on malignant nodule histology) would have been statistically meaningless, since the cases were not collected to achieve sufficient numbers across possible relevant subsets (and case collection would have been much more time consuming to meet such a requirement).
The continued public availability of the LUNGx Challenge cases and associated data, including the newly released diagnosis (truth) information for the test cases (available for download from Ref. 12), provides a valuable resource for the medical imaging research community. Anyone wishing to use these data for presentation or publication purposes should acknowledge the SPIE, the AAPM, the NCI, and The University of Chicago. It becomes the responsibility of the users of these data to clearly report the manner in which they developed, trained, and evaluated their systems.
Conclusion
The LUNGx Challenge was a successful scientific challenge for the computerized classification of lung nodules on CT scans jointly sponsored by the SPIE, AAPM, and NCI. Ten participating groups from academia and industry applied 11 computerized methods to the 73 lung nodules in the test set of scans; these methods ranged from fully automated to semiautomated with varying levels of radiologist input. Only three of these methods performed better than random guessing within the statistical limits of the Challenge. To place the performance of the computerized methods into a real-world context, an observer study was conducted with six attending radiologists manually performing 
